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Abstract: 

The paper which our talk will be based upon applies a degrowth/postgrowth lens on the politics of Rome’s 

housing movement: its practice of occupying empty buildings and particularly its claim for diritto all’abitare 

(the right to inhabit). With the Italian economy in a recession that has lasted almost two decades, we find it 

appropriate to begin a conversation on questions such as ‘how can or should degrowth/postgrowth 

theorisation engage with issues around housing marginalisation in urban contexts?’ and ‘in what way can a 

politics around urban housing rights be articulated within a degrowth/postgrowth framework?’ and ‘how 

are urban housing struggles connected to urban metabolisms and the growth economy?’ This paper is an 

attempt to begin this conversation by exploring how some of the practises, principles and claims forwarded 

by Rome’s housing movement can inform our thinking about urban housing justice/rights in a 

postgrowth/degrowth economy. Our research suggests that although degrowth, or for that matter 

concerns for the environment, are generally not integrated into the analysis and politics of Rome’s housing 

movement, we can observe that some of the principles and concrete proposals that the movement 

forwards embody bottom-up macropolitical objectives that resonate with a sustainable degrowth of the 

urban metabolism (that is a downscaling of the material and energy flows that make up the city while 

simultaneously enhancing socio-environmental justice). In our talk we wish to focus on three such concepts 

that are embedded in the pre-figurative practices as well as the political claims made by actors in Rome’s 

housing movement: the principle of zero cemento (zero cement), the practice and claim for autorecupero 

(self-recuperation) and last but not least bene comune urbano (urban commons) – a radical approach to 

urban property relations emphasising the rights of urban neighbourhoods to self-manage and self-govern 

the spaces that they inhabit as urban commons. 
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